The under-mentioned applications for Public Road Carrier Permits indicate (1) reference number and the area within which the proposed road transport will be undertaken, (2) name of applicant and nature of application, (3) number and type of vehicles, (4) nature of proposed road transportation and (5) points between and routes over or area within which the proposed road transportation is to be effected are published in terms of section 14(1) of the Road Transportation Act, 1977 (Act No. 74 of 1977). Representations which interested parties wish to make in respect of the applications must comply with the provisions of regulation 4(1) of the Road Transportation Regulations, 1977 and must be in quadruplicate in respect of each application and must be delivered by hand or sent by registered post to the Secretary, Road Transportation Board, Private Bag 13178, Windhoek to reach that office not later than 21 days after the date of publication of this Government Gazette. Address to which representations must be submitted: D. Viljoen, Private Bag 12030, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia. Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the ROADS AUTHORITY, NaTIS House, Faraday Street, Windhoek.
App. 123041 (2) M SHIKONGO 5806110016 (3) BOX 4072, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 80 Okuryangava to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123042 (2) E KUWA 77031100283 (3) BOX 100, WALVIS BAY, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank T404 Rocky Crest to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123046 (2) V NANYOKA 70030600324 (3) BOX 6284, WANAHEDA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Havana to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123060 (2) D N IGENATUS 9008200782 (3) BOX 1155, OUTAPI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Havana to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123070 (2) S KATJIUA 79112410446 (3) BOX 63534, WANAHEDA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Havana to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123072 (2) F HAMALWA 93112000722 (3) BOX 19192, OMUTHIYA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Between Omuthiya and Ondangwa.

App. 123073 (2) M N L KISTING 92083000207 (3) BOX 74, MARIENTAL, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Keetmanshoop to Mariental and back the same route.

App. 123074 (2) F N PETRUS 79101200208 (3) BOX 5119, WALVIS BAY, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to Swakopmund and return.

App. 123075 (2) E GORESEB 88091000294 (3) BOX 75048, SOWETO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 29 Wanaheda in Katutura to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123076 (2) T SHILUWA 74031100094 (3) BOX 868, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank T297 Wanaheda to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From BOX 808, KONGOLA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123377 (2) F PIETERSEN 86102500083 (3) BOX 21296, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Passengers (6C) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5D) Passengers (6D) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembas to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From BOX 3992, SWAKOPMUND, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 300 Otjomuise to Wernhill Park to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From rank T8 Otjomuise to Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Windhoek Alpine Bus (single deck) (7A) 22 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - windhoek Municipal Area.

From SWAKOPMUND to town within Namibia and return via the same route.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembas to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

From Swakopmund to different Tourist destinations passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From rank T520 Cinembasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.
from Taxi Rank 57/56/77 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123201 (2) J T N H NGHITETE 89062700438
(3) BOX 25947, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T317 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123202 (2) F N MAGONGO 88021900307 (3) BOX 8310, BACHBRECHT (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 317 Khomasdal town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123203 (2) J V SAMUNYENGA 87042200160 (3) BOX 62863, WANAHEDA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and back the same route.

App. 123205 (2) L P NAHOLO 82803010305 (3) BOX 4018, ONdANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 630 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123207 (2) H N SAKARIA 63020610118 (3) BOX 4600, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 80 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123208 (2) P T NEUMBO 79040800170 (3) BOX 96, OPUWO, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Opuwo Municipal Area.

App. 123215 (2) I N HAIPENGE 76121600179 (3) BOX 1233, OTJIWARONGO, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123219 (2) A KARUNGA 52040401431 (3) BOX 412, OUTJO, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ruacana-Omakange, Kamanjab, Outjo, Otjiwarongo, Okahandja, Windhoek

App. 123222 (2) P N HAKADIVA 85101110833 (3) BOX 1025, OHANGWENA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Eenhana Ondangwa-Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 123227 (2) P N HAKADIVA 85101110833 (3) BOX 1025, OHANGWENA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Eenhana Ondangwa-Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 123228 (2) L F FIKULIMWE 94012000640 (3) BOX 206, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123239 (2) E SHILUMBU 67022400679 (3) BOX 3014, ONdANGWA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Okongo via Eenhana and return.

App. 123240 (2) S GUSTAF 81110400764 (3) BOX 506, OTJIWARONGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123241 (2) E M D SINDANO 84110610273 (3) BOX 3401, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123242 (2) S I SHIVOLO 83041710797 (3) BOX 06, OTJIWARONGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123243 (2) F T GUSTAF 89052400849 (3) BOX 3242, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123244 (2) S I SHIVOLO 83041710797 (3) BOX 06, OTJIWARONGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.
App. 123246 (2) R KWEDHI 91070200131 (3) BOX 1398, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123248 (2) S S HANGULA 88052300363 (3) BOX 1561, OTJIWARONGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123250 (2) N P O TOMAS 91112400974 (3) BOX 19045, OMUTHIYA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 5 passengers: taxi passenger and their personal effects - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123251 (2) F FILLIMON 82032010445 (3) BOX 19045, OMUTHIYA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123252 (2) A T NIINKOTI 78091610238 (3) BOX 362, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: taxi passenger and their personal effects - From Swakopmund to Walvis Bay and return.

App. 123254 (2) B N NAMUPALA 82041610158 (3) BOX 342, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: taxi passenger and their personal effects - From Swakopmund to Rhino Park Windhoek to Oshakati.

App. 123257 (2) A PHILIPUS 8301020196 (3) BOX 4409, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: taxi passenger and their personal effects - From taxi rank 31 Otjomuise to town within Municipal Area.

App. 123258 (2) S P T HAILAPA 91093000767 (3) BOX 27035, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: taxi passenger and their personal effects - From rank T356 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123259 (2) S P T HAILAPA 91093000767 (3) BOX 27035, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: From Namibia, Khomas.

App. 123260 (2) I PHILLIPUS 86120400117 (3) PO BOX 4409, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their goods from Okuryangava rank 63 to Wernhil and back.

App. 123262 (2) NAMWEL TOURS AND CAR RENTALS 20154801 (3) BOX 23805, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 4 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport and /or other Airports in Namibia on pre-booked tours within a minimum duration of three days to places situated within Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation subject to;

App. 123263 (2) C N MAKAYI 84101310335 (3) PO BOX 65791, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their luggage from Katutura rank 74 to Town.

App. 123265 (2) N BENGELA 90050100327 (3) PO BOX 1542, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Municipal Area of Rundu - Ndama to Town.

App. 123266 (2) M LUCAS 69091800186 (3) PO BOX 8662, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their belongings from Okuryangava T67 to Town T708. (7B) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their belongings from Okuryangava rank T 67 to Town T708.

App. 123268 (2) E N TOBIAS 90101000650 (3) BOX 65031, KATUTURA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their belongings from Greenwell Matongo rank 56 to town. (7B) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their belongings from Greenwell Matongo rank 56 to town.

App. 123270 (2) J N AMWAAMA 79032000195 (3) BOX 62789, KATUTURA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 861 situated within Otjomuise to town and return.

App. 123271 (2) V SIMON 86013000204 (3) BOX 66, OPUWO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi Rank No. 244, Goreangab Dam to town and return.
App. 123273 (2) P N SHAPWA 79060710789 (3) PO BOX 7906, KATUTURA, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 209 situated within Goreangab Dam to town and return.

App. 123276 (2) MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF WINDHOEK 00000 (3) BOX 59, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 26 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 38 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Municipal Busses operated within the Municipal Area of Windhoek on different routes set out per Bus and return.

App. 123278 (2) F SHANGESAPWAKO 82100-310623 (3) BOX 7410, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 and 80 to Wernhill Park in town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123279 (2) J T BENHARD 80021710309 (3) PO BOX 7410, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T63 to Shoprite taxi rank and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123290 (2) A N SHAANIKA 85051910467 (3) BOX 28004, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 302 Khomasdal to 152 Havana situated in Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping area in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 123291 (2) M L NDJUNGE 90101701039 (3) BOX 25490, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T153 Havana to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123292 (2) D K NGUURU 69020700405 (3) BOX 549, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123293 (2) S K NGUURU 78012300230 (3) BOX 549, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123294 (2) P AOCHAMUS 6005030300172 (3) BOX 7410, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T288 Wanaheda to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123295 (2) M KALIMBO 89030700513 (3) BOX 7410, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T518 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123297 (2) J A SHIKESHO 80062600125 (3) BOX 7129, Oshakati, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati - Ongwediva - Ondangwa and return.

App. 123302 (2) J SHIKESHO 73111100715 (3) BOX 7129, OSHAKATI, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati - Ondangwa - Oshikango and return.

App. 123322 (2) W N ASINO 82060701338 (3) BOX 739, TSUMEB, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal effects - Within Tsuneb Municipal Area.
App. 123323 (2) B J NDARA 88091200293 (3) PO BOX 27020, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area - Taxi passengers and their goods from Katutura T73 to Wernhil and return.

App. 123325 (2) L HIPETWA 86072400620 (3) PO BOX 65149, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123327 (2) G LILUNGWE 87081700284 (3) BOX 2407, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Katutura T722 to Town and return.

App. 123328 (2) G LILUNGWE 87081700284 (3) BOX 2407, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123329 (2) G NDAPUKA 85081310379 (3) PO BOX 27977, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Katutura T722 to town and return.

App. 123330 (2) V AIHONYA 87071400741 (3) PO BOX 61935, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From taxi rank 295 Rocky Crest to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123333 (2) W L SHIHEPO 81121010598 (3) BOX 3379, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123334 (2) W L SHIHEPO 81121010598 (3) BOX 3379, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 22 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123335 (2) P L KARUNDA 72111800198 (3) BOX 27533, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 204 Goreangab Dam in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 123352 (2) A R KAVARI 78081800042 (3) PO BOX 9547, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123353 (2) S HAULOFOU 74020200769 (3) PO BOX 2927, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) to Omungwelume (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) and return.

App. 123354 (2) E LUNGAMENI 77062110108 (3) BOX 5577, OSHAKATI, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal effects - From Oshakati rank t15 - Oshikuku and Okalongo.

App. 123355 (2) T SHITANA 59011800311 (3) PO BOX 99473, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 555 Klein Kuppe within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123356 (2) J KAMATI 80120810182 (3) PO BOX 4126, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 208 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123361 (2) S E NGHIHANGAKENWA 91093000686 (3) PO BOX 27317, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank T207 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123362 (2) E R KAYOKO 87052500442 (3) BOX 96162, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 16 in Wanaheda, Katutura to Southern Industry and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123364 (2) I S MAKEMBA 91032800305 (3) BOX 27317, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 and 29 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123365 (2) A PETRUS 81070110051 (3) PO BOX 72210, KHOMAS GROVE, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 474 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123370 (2) E L MAASDORP 85700130348 (3) PO BOX 2464, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Rooikop Airport Walvis Bay/Swakopmund to Hotels, Lodges, Restaurant on pre-booked tours with a minimum duration of three days to places situated within Namibia and return to the place of embarkation.

App. 123380 (2) A N IIPUMBU 780131 (3) BOX 7931, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Outapi via Oshikuku.

App. 123385 (2) G SANKANDI 56091500813 (3) BOX 25343, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 29 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123386 (2) M S MOKAXWA 86111200763 (3) BOX 2510, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and to Swakopmund and return.

App. 123387 (2) I NEPELA 72071600339 (3) BOX 1740, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7B) 8 passengers: Taxi passengers and their luggage - From Outapi to Oshikango and Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 123394 (2) L N SHITULA 6611300598 (3) PO BOX 61935, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 10 in Wanaheda, Katutura to Southern Industry and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123395 (2) H N KASHEETA 73012000445 (3) PO BOX 7929, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 16 in Soweto to Groot Aub and return.

App. 123396 (2) R N MBWITI 79042500263 (3) BOX 8180, BACHBRECHT, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 7 single quater to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123399 (2) M N NDAITAVELA 711009 (3) BOX 7931, KATUTURA, 0000 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Mariental bustop to Outapi and return via the same route.

App. 123401 (2) N KASOMA 56081400441 (3) P O 7201, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000, 9000 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T39 Katutura to Havana within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123402 (2) K H HAMUTENYA 88061500590 (3) BOX 64249, OKURUYANGA, 0000 0 (4) NewPermanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T60 in Okuryangava to extension 4 Rhino hospital Town and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123405 (2) M S MUTONGA 91031500146 (3) BOX 6006, BUKALO, KATIMA MULILO 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 12 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Katima Mulilo to Walvis Bay via Otjiwarongo and back the same route.

App. 123409 (2) F M SHIDUTE 84091410901 (3) BOX 2933, OSHAKATI 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 123412 (2) J K HAUFIKO 77101210392 (3) BOX 62247, KATUTURA, 0000 0 (4) NewPermanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 64 Okuryangava to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123417 (2) J MWALUNDANGE 8705240-0391 (3) BOX 60037, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123419 (2) F M KALIPA 6506250074 5 (3) BOX 242, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Withtin Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123420 (2) I C MBALA 90071200126 (3) PO BOX 25111, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Otjomuise taxi rank no. 303 to Town and return.

App. 123421 (2) F M KALIPA 6506250074 5 (3) BOX 242, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123422 (2) M S KALIPA 72110200650 (3) PO BOX 242, RUNDU, NAMIBIA, 9000 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123424 (2) T SHISHIVENI 78020210407 (3) BOX 7331, KUSEMBUND, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and from Walvis Bay to Swakopmund and Arandis and return.

App. 123427 (2) J AMBUNDU 72102100483 (3) BOX 533, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Omuthiya and return.

App. 123428 (2) F HAUNAWA 70042020392 (3) BOX 2428, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area and from Oshakati to Ondangwa and Oshikuku and return.

App. 123436 (2) R E BAMPTON 85122910146 (3) PO BOX 5038, BACHBRECHT, NAMIBIA 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Oshakati to Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 123438 (2) B P SHIPOPYENI INVESTMENTS CC 201402981 (3) BOX 4814, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - Withnin Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 123442 (2) W ANGURA 6305701019 (3) BOX 7066, OSHAKATI, 9000 0 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati - Ondangwa to Oshikango and return.

App. 123444 (2) E M HAIKWUYI 73082100333 (3) PO BOX 2467, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA,
9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T18 in Soweto to Academia, UNAM and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123445 (2) L T AMUKWA 91090700474 (3) PO BOX 61935, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T40 in Katutura to Namwater in Northern Industrial and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123446 (2) P SHIPATULENI 69072200519 (3) PO BOX 7814, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank number 28 Khomasdal to Okahandja Park and Babylon.

App. 123451 (2) S KOSTA 72091000469 (3) BOX 2462, RUNDU, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area (Ndama Location to Mupini and return).

App. 123452 (2) T N NANGHANDA 78122310273 (3) PO BOX 99666, OTJOMUISE, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Taxi Rank 357 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123454 (2) S MOFOKENG 76080510294 (3) PO BOX 7201, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Taxi Rank 357 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123456 (2) RUBICON SECURITY SERVICES CC. CC961107 (3) BOX 1322, TSUME (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 8 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: Employees/Personnel in the employ of the holder as well as their personal effects - Between Otavi and Ohorongo Cement Factory, as well as between Tsumeb and Ohorongo Cement Factory, on the B1 route, and return.

App. 123463 (2) L NDALA 69032610066 (3) PO BOX 61358, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T153 in Havana to Town and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123464 (2) M M AKWENYE 76090300608 (3) PO BOX 61972, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passenger and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 351 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123465 (2) W KALIMBO 80032100094 (3) BOX 6951, AUSSPANNPLATZ, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 34 Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123468 (2) H P SHALONDA 91122700137 (3) BOX 3522, Ondangwa, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Ondangwa to Eenhana and return.

App. 123473 (2) L MAPUMBA 87042400836 (3) BOX 1038, RUNDU, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: taxi passenger as well as their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123474 (2) L MAPUMBA 87042400836 (3) BOX 1038, RUNDU, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: taxi passenger as well as their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123476 (2) G NDAPUKA 85081310379 (3) PO BOX 27977, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Katutura T722 to town and return.

App. 123478 (2) S N SHIFA 81061010279 (3) BOX 95172, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 722 within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123480 (2) S N SHIFA 81061010279 (3) BOX 95172, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 722 within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123487 (2) G N SHILONGO 79081100084 (3) BOX 51383, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 80 Okuryangava in Katutura within Windhoek Municipal Area.
and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 10/103 Hakahana in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123494 (2) B N IPUMBU 53112800346 (3) BOX 519, OSHAKATI, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: taxi passenger as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Ruacana via Kamanjab and return.

App. 123496 (2) ERONGO SHUTTLE AND TOURS CC. 0514077 (3) BOX 184, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport to places within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return.

App. 123499 (2) K A NDJAMBA 88091800304 (3) PO BOX 1888, RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 123500 (2) A P SAMKUPA 85112510331 (3) PO BOX 1888, RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 123501 (2) T B KASHINYENGA 74061-100491 (3) BOX 113, TSADNDI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Otapi to Oshakati via Tsandi and back the same route.

App. 123502 (2) E R SEIBEB 82121510168 (3) PO BOX 2186, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 123507 (2) L KANIME 79111210184 (3) BOX 4131, VINETA, SWAKOPMUND, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 123508 (2) L KANIME 79111210184 (3) BOX 4131, VINETA, SWAKOPMUND, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 123509 (2) NAMIBIA TOURS AND GUIDE SERVICES CC. CC20094652 (3) BOX 99401, OTJOMUISE, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return.

App. 123512 (2) EROS TRANSFERS AND TOURS 201515143 (3) BOX 22256, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return.

App. 123518 (2) G KAMBERIPA 85042410317 (3) PO BOX 21196, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods from Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return.

App. 123520 (2) V S MATEUS 81101710187 (3) BOX 62533, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 900000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From taxi rank 153 Havana to Suiderhof.

App. 123522 (2) M KATUTA 7304100211 (3) PO BOX 4021, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From taxi rank 5 Katutura to Avis Dam.

App. 123525 (2) E S SHAANIKA 78070810227 (3) PO BOX 24711, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From taxi rank 1 Katutura to T358 Otjomuiise.

App. 123536 (2) MS KAVANZE 89072900251 (3) BOX 103, RUNDU, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Rundu Municipal Area - From Sara-sungu border via Kaisosi road to Rundu town and return. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Rundu Municipal Area - From Sara-sungu border via Kaisosi road to Rundu town and return.
App. 123538 (2) J NI JOSEF 82082611140 (3)
PO BOX 7822, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK,
9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal
luggage - From taxi rank T244 in Goreangab in Katutura to Town and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123548 (2) E M KAPUSA 79123110740 (3)
BOX 64510, CHINA TOWN, WINDHOEK (4)
New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123549 (2) KARL OTTO’S INVESTMENTS
CC CC201408487 (3) PO BOX 731, WINDHOEK,
NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods from Windhoek to Maltahöhe and return. (7B) 10 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods from Windhoek to Maltahöhe and return.

App. 123550 (2) C S MUYAKWI 89030800577
(3) BOX 64510, CHINA TOWN, WINDHOEK (4)
New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 101 Hakahana in Katutura in to Town and within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123552 (2) M LUKAS 5592210028 (3)
BOX 13133, EENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshikango via Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 123554 (2) G PAXULA 86051600418 (3)
PO BOX 96492, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods from Okuryangava T 75 to Town and return - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123557 (2) P N JEKONIA 69113000071 (3)
BOX 32744, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods from Katutura taxi rank T365 to town and back - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123559 (2) S AMADHILA 65021500074 (3)
BOX 61935, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 35 to Klein Windhoek within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123560 (2) C SEBASTIAN 94020200092
(3) BOX 8381, BACHI BRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 256 Wanaheda within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123561 (2) V T JIPINGE 70121300404
(3) PO BOX 21279, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 32 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123562 (2) P N HAMANA 70012200107
(3) BOX 61931, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 730 Marua to Wernhill Park within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123563 (2) P N HAMANA 70012200107
(3) BOX 61931, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 102 Hakahana in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123564 (2) L JOHANNES 75011310027
(3) BOX 22019, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 80 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123566 (2) A M NAKALE 71122100114
(3) BOX 22915, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangava to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123567 (2) E SHIVUTE 580105000895
(3) BOX 15277, OSHAKATI, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Outapi / Ruacana and return.

App. 123574 (2) D S MASHUNA 88020600071
(3) PO BOX 61321, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Goreangab T102 to Wernhil and return.

App. 123576 (2) R I KALULU 64091900090
(3) BOX 11539, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers
and their goods within Oshakati Municipal Area - From Oshakati west open market to Ongwediva malls.

App. 123577 (2) M WITTENBACH 68073100223 (3) PO BOX 99219, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek Municipal Area - From Otjomuise T33 to Town and back.

App. 123580 (2) O KALILPONDOKA 7308280-0416 (3) BOX 96, OPUWO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Opuwo Municipal Area.

App. 123582 (2) J N NAMPALA 78051010191 (3) PO BOX 60770, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From T80 to Town and return.

App. 123583 (2) T KAZENAIMEUE 72081100231 (3) BOX 5930, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 251 Wanaheda in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123585 (2) A IITA 671222 0032 9 (3) BOX 240, TSUMEB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 83 Khomasdal 28/ to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123593 (2) J D NEKONGO 90101600550 (3) PO BOX 512, OHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods and within Windhoek Municipal Area - From T149 to town and return.

App. 123595 (2) P HAIKETI 72080800620 (3) PO BOX 21996, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From T691 Okuryangava to town and return.

App. 123596 (2) M M STEFANUS 87120900099 (3) PO BOX 41882, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Wanaheda T253 to Town T 730 and return.

App. 123598 (2) L JOHANNES 63090301326 (3) BOX 2788, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa, Onandjokwe, Onankali, Omuthya and back the same route.

App. 123599 (2) G NELIWA 75092500697 (3) PO BOX 41882, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From T244 Goreangab to T731 Town and return. (7B) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From T244 Goreangab to T731 town and return.

App. 123600 (2) L JOHANNES 63090301326 (3) BOX 2788, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 4 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa, Omuthya and back the same route.

App. 123601 (2) L JOHANNES 63090301326 (3) BOX 2788, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 4 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa, Omuthya and back the same route.

App. 123602 (2) A T AKWAAKE 70090500598 (3) PO BOX 1166, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods - From Ondangwa to Oshakati and return.

App. 123603 (2) T AKWAAKE 70090500598 (3) PO BOX 1166, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods - From Ondangwa to Oshakati and return.

App. 123608 (2) L ADRATE 88093000690 (3) PO BOX 1167, KEETMANSHOOP, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 123612 (2) N KIRCHNER 69082800276 (3) PO BOX 926, SWAKOPMUND, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their goods from Hosea Kutako International Airport and Windhoek to places within Namibia.

App. 123613 (2) K A KAMBANGU 84081710309 (3) PO BOX 1127, KEETMANSHOOP, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.
App. 123614 (2) M JOHANNES 75061800281 (3)
PO BOX 1167, KEETMANSHOOP, NAMIBIA
(4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 123615 (2) A K TJUPA 73100410197 (3)
PO BOX 1127, KEETMANSHOOP, NAMIBIA
(4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 123619 (2) E JOSEPH 64101500266 (3)
BOX 1094, TSUMEB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Rundu and return.

App. 123621 (2) J T SHANYENGANGE 860101-1668 (3) BOX 61965, KATUTURA, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 407 Rocky Crest/ Hakahana town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123622 (2) R P THOMAS 82112510061 (3)
PO BOX 96209, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 56 in Wanaheda to Shoprite taxi rank and return.

App. 123625 (2) K AMADHILA 75022400391 (3)
BOX 61935, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 22 in Wanaheda to Katutura to Shoprite taxi rank and return.

App. 123626 (2) M M JOAKI 70071210040 (3)
BOX 1959, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 22 in Wanaheda to Katusura to Shoprite taxi rank and return.

App. 123627 (2) L M SHEELEKANI 781225100130 (3)
BOX 61935, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 2 Millenium Park to Kaisosi to Shoprite taxi rank and return.

App. 123628 (2) P N HAMANA 70012200107 (3)
BOX 61931, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Dorado Park T734 to Wernhil and return.

App. 123629 (2) P N HAMANA 70012200107 (3)
BOX 61931, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Monte Christo road T23 to Wernhil and return.

App. 123636 (2) W F DE WEE 71061800105 (3)
PO BOX 3882, REHOBOTH (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) 16 passengers: Taxi passenger and their goods from Rehoboth to Windhoek and return. (7B) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods from Rehoboth to Windhoek and return.

App. 123640 (2) H I HAMBYUKA 65080400390 (3)
PO BOX 60098, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Single Quaters T21 to Town and return.

App. 123654 (2) R M NAMUPALA 84091900367 (3)
BOX 63387, WANAHEDA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From no taxi rank 32 Otjomuise to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123646 (2) F M AMULUNGU 68082500148 (3)
BOX 63387, WANAHEDA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From no taxi rank 7 Herero location to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 12 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T61/113 Hakahana / Okuryangava in Katutura to places within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123660 (2) P DOESEB 94080300867 (3) BOX 7066, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 37 Katutura to Cimbebasia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123660 (2) J HENDYALA 59102000598 (3) BOX 61410, KATUTURA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank T208 Goreangab Dam in Katutura to places within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123672 (2) T SHIGWEDHA 67091101324 (3) PO BOX 2382, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Opuvo to Katima Mulilo and return.

App. 123673 (2) E OCHUIZEN 84010210710 (3) PO BOX 4648, REHOBOTH (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return.

App. 123674 (2) F K HAMUNYELA 90062600885 (3) PO BOX 4099, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and Eros Airport and return.

App. 123675 (2) BONO M S TRANSFERS AND TOURS 201506709 (3) BOX 50827, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport and/or other Airports in Namibia on pre-booked tours within a minimum duration of three days to places situated within Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring counties and return to the place of embarkation subject.

App. 123677 (2) SHEYAVALI TOURS AND TRANSFERS CC. 201514808 (3) BOX 81235, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport and/or other Airports in Namibia on pre-booked tours within a minimum duration of three days to places situated within Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring counties and return to the place of embarkation subject.

App. 123682 (2) M HARASEB 73081100119 (3) PO BOX 60653, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Katutura T37 to Town and return.

App. 123693 (2) R HONGONEKUA 97013100110 (3) PO BOX 87116, EROS WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From the University of Namibia to Academia.

App. 123695 (2) HUPA MOUKOHOKE CLEANING SERVICES CC CC20062165 (3) PO BOX 26621, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Employees in the employ of Hupa Moukohoke Cleaning Services CC and their personal luggage - From their places of residence in Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and Eros Airport and return.

App. 123698 (2) L I HAMANA 87081300960 (3) PO BOX 2141, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Katutura T37 to Town and return. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Katutura T37 to Town and return.

App. 123699 (2) S N IIPINGE 73062500603 (3) PO BOX 31706, PIONEERS PARK, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Okuryangava T151 to Prosperita and return.

App. 123705 (2) G KARIGUB 75100800224 (3) BOX 64075, KATUTURA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Windhoek to via Grootauba and back the same route.

App. 123708 (2) J T ANDREAS 91090900848 (3) PO BOX 4409, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 1 X Station wagon (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Otjomuise T32 to Town and return. (7B) 7
passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Otjomuise T32 to Town and return.

App. 123709 (2) F N SHIMBI 91102300098 (3) BOX 65147, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 153 Havana in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123714 (2) P ANDRE 61011300656 (3) PO BOX 61612, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Goreangab T14 to Town and return.

App. 123717 (2) S C BASSON 89061400619 (3) BOX 98277, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 462 Hochland Park to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123718 (2) L MWATILE 88100300720 (3) PO BOX 1676, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Goreangab T14 to Town and return.

App. 123719 (2) S C BASSON 89061400619 (3) BOX 98277, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Goreangab T14 to Town and return.

App. 123721 (2) C S MUKWASO 86100400049 (3) PO BOX 24497, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Goreangab T14 to Town and return.

App. 123730 (2) T.I.M.Y TRANSPORT SERVICES CC CC201507581 (3) PO BOX 4920, REHOBOTH, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return.

App. 123732 (2) A L SWARTBOOI 73122800128 (3) PO BOX 60017, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods From Rhino Park bus station Windhoek to Okahandja and return.

App. 123741 (2) G HOMATENI 75070300296 (3) PO BOX 77, KARIBIB, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Karibib Municipal Area - From Town to Usab Location and return.

App. 123742 (2) J SIMON 79040910286 (3) BOX 8400, NARRAVILLE, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Okuryangava T74 to Northern Industrial Area and return.

App. 123748 (2) M M SHILONGO 88070300547 (3) PO BOX 590, BACHBRECHT, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Vanaheda T 258 to Khomasdal T 317 and return.

App. 123750 (2) D R GREYTON 78112210241 (3) PO BOX 8037, BACHBRECHT, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods From Oranjemund to Ruacana and return. (7B) 14 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods From Oranjemund to Ruacana and return.

App. 123751 (2) G MAX 69091900539 (3) PO BOX 886, ORANJEMUND, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 23 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods From Oranjemund to Ruacana and return. (7B) 14 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods From Oranjemund to Ruacana and return.

App. 123758 (2) F T MICHAEL 81012710122 (3) BOX 3511, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 123759 (2) W T KAMATI 88091201257 (3) BOX 3511, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 123760 (2) E S KAKONDA 73012510168 (3) BOX 834, OHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggagers - From Eenhana to Okongo via Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 123762 (2) F N KAMATI 74090810078 (3) PO BOX 40519, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation
and return.

App. 123763 (2) G ITULA 76092100363 (3) BOX 9328, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank B41 Otjomuise within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123769 (2) D R GREYTTON 78112210241 (3) PO BOX 8037, BACHBRECHT, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 80 Okuryangava within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123772 (2) B N NAULE 81062510178 (3) BOX 24973, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 80 Okuryangava in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123777 (2) E EMBASHU 90081900872 (3) PO BOX 61003, KATUTURA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Rocky Crest T401 to Town and return.

App. 123779 (2) A L BRINKMANN 74102900187 (3) PO BOX 755, MARIENTAL, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their goods from Windhoek to Lüderitz and return.

App. 123783 (2) WILD DOG SAFARIS CC 96542 (3) BOX 26188, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 9 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return.

App. 123784 (2) A N M SHIPANGA 79111310391 (3) PO BOX 1644, OTJIWARONGO, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their goods within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 123786 (2) M M LINKS 67021700377 (3) PO BOX 3498, REHOBOTH, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their goods within Rehoboth Municipal Area.

App. 123787 (2) J KALEB 77032400396 (3) BOX 2556, OKAHANDJA, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Okahandja Municipal Area.

App. 123795 (2) F HAFENI 69030601647 (3) PO BOX 15274, ONDANGWA, 90000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 52 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oranjemund via Noordoer Aussenke / Lüderitz and back the same route.

App. 123797 (2) E N NDJALO 7032200334 (3) PO BOX 755, MARIENTAL, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Mariental to Windhoek Municipal Area - From Cimbebasia T526 to Town and return.

App. 123813 (2) L N HIPANGWA 71061610063 (3) BOX 3167, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to Windhoek via Arandis and back the same route.

App. 123819 (2) F N SHIKONGO 7712200272 (3) BOX 179, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Otapi via Okahao and back the same route.

App. 123829 (2) C H N NAADA 91091400210 (3) BOX 59587, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27/28 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123831 (2) M N NANGOLE 69122610081 (3) BOX 10821, KHOMASDAL, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 80/23 Okuryangava to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 123832 (2) S NELULU 63102600581 (3) BOX 62743, WANAHEADA, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 23/29/30 Khomasdal to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123833 (2) A LUCAS 70040900517 (3) BOX 420, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggagers - From taxi rank 23/29/80 Ongakha street in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123835 (2) B SHIPAHU 63041910039 (3) BOX 60595, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggagers - From taxi rank 23/29/80 Ongakha street in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123838 (2) L SHIPAHU 71042010145 (3) BOX 60595, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggagers - From taxi rank 23/29/80 Ongakha street Greenwell Matongo in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123839 (2) F M H KEMANYA 83070210430 (3) BOX 3623, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggagers - From Ongwediva to Oshakati and return.

App. 123842 (2) Z R FARAO 83053110261 (3) BOX 22709, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and luggage - From Rehoboth to Walvis Bay via Windhoek /Okahandja, Karibibi, Usakos, Swakopmund and back the same route.

App. 123845 (2) Z R FARAO 83053110261 (3) BOX 22709, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and luggage - From Rehoboth to Walvis Bay via Windhoek /Okahandja, Karibibi, Usakos, Swakopmund and back the same route.

App. 123847 (2) EAGLES WINGS TRADING CC 201502148 (3) PO BOX 2692, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal goods within Windhoek Municipal Area - From Cimbebasia T 522 to Town and return.

App. 123849 Permit 57014/0 (2) A VAN WYK 201311264 (3) BOX 21212, WINDHOEK (4) Change Route, Particulars etc. (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Rehoboth (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) to Henties Bay (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) via Walvis Bay and back the same route.
App. 123867 (2) I J M KUUME 87031700566 (3) BOX 2300, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank T 153 Goreangab Dam in Katutura within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123874 Permit 58100/0 (2) Z R FARAO 83053110261 (3) BOX 22709, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) Change Route, Particulars etc. (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7B) 14 passengers: Taxi passengers and operating their luggage - From Rehoboth to Walvis Bay and from Walvis Bay to Rehoboth within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123872 (2) G NEGUMBO 75042500227 (3) BOX 15178, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Onandagwa via Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 123876 (2) G G REISS 87051900110 (3) BOX 6146, AUSSPANNPLATZ, 90000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123877 (2) A D FREDERICK 85062010160 (3) BOX 3854, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank tura town sevede laan to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123878 (2) R R HARAGAE 80052800032 (3) BOX 3854, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank seven laan to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123881 (2) A DAVID 92100700391 (3) BOX 8003, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 31 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek and back the same route.

App. 123884 (2) M GAWANAS 87070401027 (3) PO BOX 4708, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 6 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and from Walvis Bay to Swakopmund and return.

App. 123892 (2) K AMUKOTO 82028110047 (3) PO BOX 63079, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Taxi rank no 210 Goreangab Dam to Parkfood and Aldo Park within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123893 (2) V H M SHUUDIFONYA 850724-10137 (3) PRIVATE BAG 848, ODOMBE (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their luggage - From Eenhana to Ompumbu in Oshakati East.

App. 123894 (2) S K S KAMATI 85112810297 (3) PRIVATE BAG 27792, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank T207 Goreangab within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123895 (2) N N SHUUDIFONYA 830424-10803 (3) PRIVATE BAG 848, ODOMBE (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their luggage - From Eenhana to Ondangwa via Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 123897 (2) M A UUPINDI 81012300056 (3) PO BOX 63151, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank T208 Goreangab within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123900 (2) S KIIMBA 76102400488 (3) BOX 62799, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank T207 Goreangab within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 123902 (2) W SHIPUNDI 83101410061 (3) BOX 63151, WANAHEDA, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank T208 Goreangab within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.
Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123909 (2) L NANDJEDI 76022600243 (3) BOX 96318, WINDHOEK, 0000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From taxi rank 80 at Okuryangava to city center within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123910 (2) S JONAS 87060900217 (3) PRIVATE BAG 1005, KARIRIBI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - Within Karirib Municipal Area.

App. 123911 (2) R T FILEMON 82050511000 (3) BOX 77, KARIRIBI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their luggage - Within Karirib Municipal Area.

App. 123917 (2) K AMUNIME 69110300376 (3) BOX 4332, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From taxi rank 244 at OMBILI to Klein Windhoek, within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123919 (2) M THOMAS 55040400098 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango and Eenhana.

App. 123920 (2) L NDAKOLUTE 82042210668 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango and Eenhana.

App. 123921 (2) G MBUDHI 51041300492 (3) BOX 796, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Rundu to Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 123922 (2) F JOSEPH 73122500914 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 123923 (2) D T AKUUME 70090500172 (3) BOX 2468, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to KatimaMulilo and back the same route.

App. 123924 (2) O KAHAMBA 62120310025 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati, Oshikango Eenhana/Okongo.

App. 123926 (2) I F ANANIAS 85052310137 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango, Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 123928 (2) M NDOVAZU 79050310133 (3) BOX 1974, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Opuno and back the same route.

App. 123929 (2) M NDOVAZU 79050310133 (3) BOX 1974, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango, Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 123930 (2) M NDOVAZU 79050310133 (3) BOX 1974, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango, Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 123931 (2) E T NDUNDA 90032300417 (3) BOX 2173, OSHIKANGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango, Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 123932 (2) T DAVID 81092810498 (3) BOX 1974, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Endola, Eenhana, Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 123934 (2) G P SOMSEB 67090700496 (3) BOX 1042, TSUMEB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Tsumeb Municipal Area.

App. 123935 (2) E S HAININGURA 91112500278 (3) BOX 509, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated within Grootfontein Municipal Area.

App. 123936 (2) S JOSEPH 79061010225 (3) BOX 386, OMARURU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated within Omaruru Municipal Area.
App. 123941 (2) D W KAMBINDA 86123100017 (3) PO BOX 96466, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA, 90000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Mariental Municipal Area.

App. 123942 (2) T P KANDUME 86051700439 (3) BOX 749, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 74, 79 and 88 situated within Okuryangava and Khomasdal taxi rank No. 28 and 29 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 123943 (2) K K SHILINGA 68123100744 (3) BOX 604798, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 74, 79 and 88 situated within Okuryangava and Khomasdal taxi rank No. 28 and 29 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 123944 (2) M J KASITA 85022210584 (3) BOX 23584, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 279 Goreangab in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123945 (2) M J KASITA 85022210584 (3) BOX 15178, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 74, 79 and 88 situated within Okuryangava and Khomasdal taxi rank No. 28 and 29 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 123946 (2) M J KASITA 85022210584 (3) BOX 23584, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 279 Goreangab in Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123947 (2) PP SHAANIKA 72120400458 (3) BOX 22915, WINDHOEK, 90000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 to Ellerines taxi rank in town and return.

App. 123948 (2) P I N NDENGU 71070200158 (3) BOX 15178, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 74, 79 and 88 situated within Okuryangava and Khomasdal to Otjomuise and Town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123949 (2) S SHAANIKA 7802910391 (3) BOX 22915, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 to Ellerines taxi rank in town and return.

App. 123950 (2) A E ALFIEUS 850252210477 (3) BOX 63306, WANAHE DA, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 301 Otjomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123951 (2) N S ALWEENDO 65070100769 (3) BOX 2924, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 104 in Hakahana to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123961 (2) P PETRUS 74083000015 (3) BOX 611145, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Funky Town in Khomasdal to Otjomuise and Town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123962 (2) N S ALWEENDO 65070100769 (3) BOX 2924, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 104 in Hakahana to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 123963 (2) N S ALWEENDO 65070100769 (3) BOX 2924, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Funky Town in Khomasdal to Otjomuise and Town within Windhoek Municipal Area.
luggage - Form Ondangwa to Oshikango via Eenhana and back the same route

App. 123359 Permit 50597/2 (2) A NIKOLAIDIS to J T UUSHONA 75091700129 (3) PO BOX 1445, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) at taxi rank in 13th Road, Walvis Bay in front of the Day and Night Shop at Kuisebmund to (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) at Wernhill Shopping Centre in Tal street, Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 123377 Permit 56139/2 (2) P N CUPIDO to G P SHATIMWENE 84102110046 (3) BOX 1493, KEETMANSHOOP (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 123658 Permit 10894/5 (2) J GOAGUB to E N SIYAMBA 79042010606 (3) BOX 22318, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.